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Magnetic confinement of plasma inside a tokamak is presently the most promising form of controlled fusion. A key
issue for future fusion devices such as ITER is the interaction between the hot plasma and the cold material surfaces.
The density control and exhaust of impurities must be effected in a way not causing excessive heat and particle loads.
Edge localized modes (ELMs), intermittent bursts of energy and particles, characterize the standard high confinement
(H)-mode. In the recently discovered quiescent H-mode (QH-mode), they are replaced by so-called edge harmonic
oscillations of a more continuous nature. The QH-mode is obtained only with counter-injected neutral beams, indicating
that fast ions may affect the edge stability properties and thus ELMs.
In this thesis, the neutral-beam-originated fast ions in ASDEX Upgrade tokamak are modelled using the orbit-following
Monte Carlo code ASCOT. The modelling results include the edge fast ion slowing-down distribution and the surface
loads caused by fast ion losses for co- and counter-injected neutral beams, corresponding to H-mode and QH-mode,
respectively. The effects of magnetic field ripple, arising from the finite number of toroidal field coils, and radial
electric field Er are included in the analysis. In addition to neutral beam ions, also the relation of surface distribution of
tritium and the flux of tritons created in deuterium-deuterium fusion reactions is addressed.
Due to the difference in the direction of the gradient drift, counter-injected beams are prone to higher losses than co-
injected beams. This leads to substantial wall loads, but also to higher edge fast ion density. Also the distribution of the
fast ions in velocity space is different. The ripple-induced stochastic diffusion increases the losses, thereby increasing
the wall load and reducing the density. The orbit width effects, squeezing for counter-injected and widening for co-
injected beams, and orbit transitions caused by Er further increase the losses and wall load. Nevertheless, they also lead
to higher edge fast ion density and changes in the velocity distribution. The obtained 4D distribution functions could
be used for gaining insight into the roots of the QH-mode by analyzing the stability properties of the edge for the two
injection directions.
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Plasman magneettiseen koossapitoon perustuva tokamak on toistaiseksi lupaavin ratkaisu hallitun fuusion aikaansaa-
miseksi. Avainkysymyksiä tulevien fuusiolaitteiden kuten ITERin kannalta on kuuman plasman ja kylmien seinämien
välinen vuorovaikutus. Hyvän koossapidon toimintatilalle, H-moodille, ovat ominaisia niin kutsutut reunaleet, jotka il-
menevät ajoittaisina hiukkas- ja energiaryöppyinä. Äskettäin keksityssä säyseässä H-moodissa reunaleet korvautuvat
plasman reunan jatkuvalla, kerrannaisista taajuuksista muodostuvalla värähtelyllä. Säyseä H-moodi edellyttää, että käy-
tetään plasmavirtaan nähden vastakkaisesti suunnattuja neutraalisuihkuja, kun taas tavallinen H-moodi saadaan aikaan
myötäsuunnatuin neutraalisuihkuin. Neutraalisuihkuionit siis vaikuttavat reunaleiden syntyyn, luultavasti muokkaamal-
la reuna-alueen stabiilisuutta.
Väitöskirjassa tutkitaan myötä- ja vastakkaissuunnattujen neutraalisuihkujen tuottamien nopeiden ionien käyttäytymistä
ASDEX Upgrade -tokamakissa Monte Carlo -radanseurantaohjelmisto ASCOTilla. Tulokseksi saadaan ionien hetkelli-
nen 4-ulotteinen jakauma paikka- ja nopeusavaruudessa sekä häviöistä aiheutuvat seinämäkuormat. Mallinnuksessa on
otettu huomioon toroidikenttäkäämien äärellisestä määrästä johtuvan magneettikentän epähomogenian, magneettisen
kareen sekä radiaalisähkökentän vaikutus. Neutraalisuihkuionien lisäksi tutkitaan seinämiltä mitatun tritiumin jakau-
man ja deuterium–deuterium-reaktioissa syntyneiden fuusiotritoneiden vuon välistä vastaavuutta.
Johtuen erisuuntaisesta gradienttiajautumisesta, vastakkaissuunnattujen neutraalisuihkuionien häviöt ovat suurempia
kuin myötäsuunnattujen. Tästä seurauksena on suurempi seinäkuorma, mutta myös suurempi nopeiden ionien tiheys
reuna-alueella. Lisäksi ionien nopeusjakauma on erilainen. Kareen aiheuttama hiukkasratojen stokastinen diffuusio
kasvattaa häviöitä ja seinäkuormia sekä pienentää reunatiheyttä. Sähkökenttä aiheuttaa ratatopologian ja radanlevey-
den muutoksia: vastakkaissuunnattujen ionien radat kapenevat ja myötäsuunnattujen levenevät. Seurauksena häviöt ja
seinäkuormat kasvavat entisestään, mutta silti myös reunatiheys kasvaa. Sähkökenttä aiheuttaa muutoksia myös nopeus-
jakaumassa. Mallinnettuja 4-ulotteisia jakaumia voidaan jatkossa käyttää säyseän H-moodin alkuperän selvittämiseen
analysoimalla erisuuntaisten neutraalisuihkujen vaikutusta reuna-alueen stabiilisuuteen.
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1 Introduction
Fusion in stars keeps the universe rolling, but terrestrially its direct use has begun
only recently. Presently, magnetic confinement of plasma inside a tokamak is the
most promising form of controlled fusion on Earth. However, a mix of deuterium
and tritium producing significant fusion power has so far been used only in a few
experiments [1–3]. In the future, ITER will the testbed of real, self-sustained fu-
sion [4].
A key issue for fusion, if not the key issue, is the interaction between the hot plasma
and the cold material surfaces. In the past, the focus of plasma operation has
been more on the core plasma properties, and care has been taken to protect the
plasma from the wall. At present, it is instead becoming increasingly important
to protect the plasma-facing components from the plasma. Particularly important
are the so-called edge localized modes (ELMs) [5–7] which are the earmark of high
confinement mode (H-mode) [8] plasmas. ELMs are recurrent, weak instabilities
of the edge plasma which manifest themselves as bursts of energy and particles.
They may cause very high peak heat loads, but at the same time they conveniently
exhaust impurities and control the density.
A plasma discharge in a tokamak can be characterized by its average density, tem-
perature, and confinement time. These quantities appear in the fusion triple product
used to assess how close to ignition the plasma is. In the other extreme, a full 6-
dimensional, time-evolving distribution function f(r,v, t) can be used to describe
the plasma. Most of the time, the useful approach from the modelling point of view
lies somewhere in between the two. For steady-state problems, the time dimension
can be dropped. The bulk of the plasma can be described by a shifted Maxwellian
distribution having a local temperature and density. Due to the concentric flux-
surface structure characteristic of toroidal devices, the dependency on the location
can often be reduced to one dimension, the minor radius.
In the test particle approach, an ensemble of test particles representing a minor-
ity population is simulated on top of a stationary, locally Maxwellian background
plasma. The minority population represented by the test particles can, in princi-
ple, be any particle distribution (e.g., impurities or neutral particles) so long as it
does not perturb the background. If this requirement is not fulfilled, self-consistent
modelling of both the minority and the background is required. This would typi-
cally involve an iterative process in which the two populations are repeatedly and
successively updated.
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One interesting minority population is the fast particles [9] which in some form are
always present in tokamak experiments. In present experiments, they are primar-
ily produced by external heating – i.e., neutral beam injection (NBI) and radio-
frequency (RF) heating. In future experiments starting from ITER, they will be
produced in vast quantities in fusion reactions. A small number of fusion tritons are
produced in deuterium-deuterium (DD) fusion reactions also in the present experi-
ments.
Fast particles must be confined long enough to transfer their energy to the back-
ground and not to cause excessive surface loads. They can also drive or stabilize
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities. Conversely, certain MHD phenomena
can deteriorate the confinement of fast particles. For instance, the fishbone instabil-
ity [10, 11] is driven by neutral beam ions, and the toroidal Alfve´n eigenmodes can
be destabilized by fusion alpha particles [12] or by externally heated ions [13, 14].
The sawtooth oscillations, on the other hand, can be stabilized by fast ions [15].
An example of the adverse effect of MHD instabilities on fast particles is the class
of instabilities known as the neoclassical tearing modes which can increase fast ion
losses and modulate them by the frequency of the mode [16].
The above examples of instabilities are bulk plasma MHD phenomena, but it is
becoming apparent that fast ions may play a role also in the stability of the plasma
egde and thus affect ELMs. One indication of this is the so-called quiescent H-
mode (QH-mode) [17] which is ELM-free, but with stationary density and impurity
content. The density control in the QH-mode is effected by an MHD activity called
edge harmonic oscillations which enhance the particle transport but leave the energy
transport unaffected. So far, QH-mode has been obtained only by using counter-
injected neutral beams which produce a different kind of edge fast ion distribution
than co-injected beams.
Quiescent H-mode was initially discovered at DIII-D [18] (General Atomics, San
Diego, CA, USA), but it has later been obtained also in other tokamaks, includ-
ing ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) at Max-Plank-Institut fu¨r Plasmaphysik in Garching,
Germany [19]. ASDEX Upgrade is a medium-size divertor tokamak [20] with a
substantial amount of installed heating power relative to its size. Consequently,
the surface loads in AUG are in ITER-relevant regime. The total installed heating
power, 30.6 MW, consist of 20 MW NBI, 8 MW of ion cyclotron resonance heating
(ICRH), and 2.6 MW of electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH). The max-
imum absorbed NBI power varies between 18 MW and 20 MW, depending on the
shine-through and first-orbit losses. All of ECRH is always coupled into plasma,
2
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and for the ICRH, 5.6 MW is achieved routinely.
In this thesis, the fast ion losses and the edge fast ion distribution in H- and QH-
mode of ASDEX Uprade are studied using the orbit-following Monte Carlo code
ascot. Also the surface distribution of tritium created in DD fusion reactions is
addressed. The ascot code is introduced in chapter 2. The behaviour of collisionless
particles, understanding of which is necessary for the analysis of full simulations,
is discussed in chapter 3. Results from the full simulations, presented in detail in
Publications I–VII, are summarized in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 contains
discussion on the obtained results and possible future work.
3
2 The simulation model
The guiding-center orbit-following Monte Carlo code ascot [21–23] is intended for
studies of neoclassical charged particle behaviour in tokamaks and stellarators. A
number of similar orbit-following codes have been developed, such as the code by
Tani et al.1 [24], orbit [25] and orbitx [26], fafner [27–29], the fast ion module
nubeam in the National Transport Code Collaboration library [30], gourdon [31],
and spot [32]. ascot follows the guiding-center orbits of test particles determined
by the E×B, gradient, and curvature drifts in a realistic 2D or 3D magnetic back-
ground. A radial electric field can be imported into the code as a radial profile or it
can be represented in a simple analytical form, such as polynomial or a step func-
tion. Collisions and other particle-background interactions are modelled by Monte
Carlo operators derived from the Fokker-Planck equation. The test particles are fol-
lowed until a prescribed end criterion is reached, and information about each orbit
is collected into various diagnostics which can be further analyzed after completing
the simulation.
ascot has been in a state of continuous, although perhaps somewhat intermittent,
development since 1991. The following sections describe the present state of ascot
focusing on the aspects directly related to the thesis and recent development of the
code. Some tools providing input data for ascot are also discussed because they
are an essential part of the whole simulation process. The author has participated
particularly in the code development related to the magnetic field (see section 2.2.2)
and in the modernization of the distribution diagnostics described in section 2.3.1.
2.1 Orbit-following
2.1.1 Equation of motion
In full generality, the motion of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field is
governed by the (non-relativistic) Lorentz force
F = m
dv
dt
= q(E + v ×B). (2.1)
In a constant, uniform magnetic field B this will result in a helical motion consisting
of a constant velocity parallel to the magnetic field and a rapid gyration around a
1The code by Tani et al. [24] is nowadays often referred to as OFMC (Orbit-Following Monte
Carlo), although strictly speaking that is the name of a group of codes.
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magnetic field line arising from the v ×B-term. The frequency and radius of the
gyration are Ω = qB/m (Larmor frequency) and rL = v⊥/ |Ω| (Larmor radius),
where v⊥ is the velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field. In a more
general magnetic field with a gradient and curvature, a drift velocity
v∇B =
v2 + v2‖
2Ω
B ×∇B
B2
(2.2)
is superposed upon the parallel velocity v‖ and the gyromotion. Another drift,
vE =
E ×B
B2
, (2.3)
arises in the presence of a constant, uniform eletric field E. In addition to the drift,
an eletric field causes acceleration in the parallel direction.
Due to the very short time scales and oscillatory nature of the gyromotion, it is
computationally impractical and numerically challenging to integrate the particle
motion directly from the Lorentz-force. In a rapidly varying or highly nonuniform
magnetic field there would be no alternative, but under the steady-state or slowly
changing conditions of magnetic confinement plasma experiments the guiding-center
approximation can be used. More precisely, the Larmor radius must be small com-
pared to the scale length of the magnetic field and the Larmor frequency must be
large compared to the rate of change of the magnetic field, i.e.,
rL |∇B|
B
 1 (2.4)
1
|Ω|B
dB
dt
 1. (2.5)
In such a situation the magnetic field can be linearized around the guiding-center
location and the particle velocity averaged over the Larmor period yielding the
guiding-center equation of motion
vgc =
v‖B
B
+
v2 + v2‖
2Ω
B ×∇B
B2
+
E ×B
B2
, (2.6)
where each variable is now evaluated at the guiding-center position. The first term
on the right-hand side is the fast parallel motion and the two latter terms are the
drifts mentioned above. The acceleration along the magnetic field is given by
dv‖
dt
=
q
m
E ·B
B
− µ
m
B · ∇B
B
, (2.7)
where the first term on the right-hand side corresponds to acceleration due to parallel
electric field E‖ = E ·B/B,and the second to the mirror force which can reflect par-
ticles moving into a magnetic field of increasing magnitude (see also section 3.1) [33].
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The quantity denoted by
µ =
mv2⊥
2B
(2.8)
is the magnetic moment which is an adiabatic invariant.
2.1.2 Orbit integration
The equations (2.6) and (2.7) can be solved in ascot either in Cartesian coordi-
nates or in field-aligned magnetic coordinates by A. H. Boozer [34, 35] in which the
Hamiltonian equations of motion presented by White and Chance are used [25]. The
Boozer coordinate system, being specifically developed for toroidal systems, is in-
trinsically more accurate than the general-purpose Cartesian system, but presently
it can only be used in an axisymmetric magnetic field, i.e., without toroidal ripple
(see section 2.2). For this reason, in the work related to the thesis only the Cartesian
coordinate system has been used. Boozer coordinate system is also restricted to the
region where the magnetic surfaces are closed, i.e., inside the separatrix.
Whenever Cartesian coordinates are in use, a 5th order Runge-Kutta adapted from
the variable-order Runge-Kutta by Cash and Karp [36] is used for orbit integration.
After completing the time step and obtaining the new guiding-center location and
parallel velocity, the new perpendicular velocity is solved from the invariance of the
magnetic moment, i.e., from equation (2.8). The new particle energy is then obtained
from the velocities. The energy conservation is, thus, not explicit in the code, and
any numerical errors in the orbit integration will be visible as nonphysical drifts
of energy. Such drifts can be prevented to a degree by monitoring the truncation
error of the Runge-Kutta integration step and by reducing the time step if the error
exceeds a prescribed tolerance, but there are also smoothness requirements for the
magnetic background (see section 2.2). When the Boozer coordinate system is used,
however, a 4th order Runge-Kutta without any error monitoring has been found
satisfactory both in accuracy and, especially, speed.
The initial time step is chosen such that it is much smaller than the bounce time τB,
the time it takes for a particle to complete one revolution or bounce in the poloidal
plane (see section 3.1). The default time step in an axisymmetric magnetic field is
τB/25, but there are a number of limiting factors, such as toroidal ripple and various
interaction time scales, which are taken into account when deciding the default time
step. The default time step is updated once each orbit.
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2.1.3 Collisions and other interactions
Interactions between test particles and background are evaluated between orbit-
integration time steps. They are modelled by Monte Carlo operators based on
binomial distribution, except for the effect of a constant toroidal electric which is
deterministic. In an axisymmetric magnetic field the time scales of collisions and
other interactions can be accelerated with respect to the orbit-following time scale,
greatly reducing the simulation time.
The Coulomb collision Monte Carlo operators are derived from the Lorentz and
Fokker-Planck collision operators using Rosenbluth potentials [37, 38]. Their effect
on particle pitch ξ and energy  is
∆ξ = −νξ∆t+ δ1
[
(1− ξ2)ν ∆t]1/2 , (2.9)
∆ = −
∑
j
2ν,j∆t
[
−
(
3
2
+

ν,j
dν,j
d
)
kBTj
]
+ δ2
(∑
j
2kBTj ν,j ∆t
)1/2
, (2.10)
where ν is the pitch collision frequency, ∆t is the length of the time step, ν,j and Tj,
respectively, are the energy collision frequency and temperature for plasma species j,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, and δ1,2 are uniformly distributed random signs (±1).
The first terms on the right-hand sides of the equations are the deterministic ones
which drive particle pitch towards zero and energy towards the local temperature.
The seconds terms are the stochastic ones which make, given enough time and evalu-
ations of the operators, the shape and width of the distribution: uniform distribution
in [−1, 1] for the pitch and Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the energy. In order
to have a good representation of the Lorentz and Fokker-Planck operators, both
ν∆t and ν∆t must be much less than one. These requirements set an upper limit
for the time step which is taken into account in ascot. For cases where relativis-
tic effects must be taken into account, energy operator derived from the linearized,
relativistic Balescu-Lenard collision operator [39, 40] for nonrelativistic, Maxwellian
background is used. The relativistic operator reduces to (2.10) at non-relativistic
energies.
The effects of anomalous radial diffusion can be modelled by a simple Monte Carlo
diffusion operator with a diffusion coefficient D [41, 42]. The change in the radial
coordinate ρ during a time step ∆t is
∆ρ = D
∂A
∂ρ
∆t
A
+ δ3
√
2D∆t, (2.11)
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where A is the area of the flux surface and δ3 is a random sign as above. Initially
the diffusion coefficient D was implemented as constant, but it has been recently
updated to have the following dependency on energy:
D = D(ρ, ) = D0(ρ)
0
0 + 
. (2.12)
Here, 0 is a parameter, typically of the order of 10 times the local ion tempera-
ture, and D0(ρ) is a simple step function having two values on each side of some
ρ0. This energy dependency is motivated by the recent observation that for reason-
able parameters, anomalous diffusion of thermal and suprathermal particles can be
similar [43].
Although the effect of an electric field is taken into account in the equations of
motion (2.6) and (2.7), there exists a separate model for the effect of a toroidal
electric field Eφ [21, 41]. The change in particle energy during a time step ∆t is
∆ = q(v ·Eφ)∆t, (2.13)
where v is the average velocity vector during the time step.
Monte Carlo operators based on phenomenological models of interactions between
test particles and radiofrequency waves exist in ascot. The operator describing the
effect of lower hybrid (LH) on ions and electrons is derived from the wave diffusion
term of the diffusion equation for the test particle distribution [37]. The ion cyclotron
(IC) wave operators on perpendicular velocity and toroidal momentum are derived
from the quasilinear diffusion model of IC heating [44]. Lately these models and
operators have been in little use, but earlier they have been used to study the effect
of LH waves on electrons and alpha particles [22, 42, 45], and the interaction of test
ions with IC waves [46]. They were also used in simulations of internal transport
barrier formation in the FT-2 (Fizicheskii Tokamak-2) tokamak at the Ioffe Institute
in St. Petersburg, Russia [47].
For fast, superthermal particles the time scales of most interactions are much longer
than the bounce time τB. This means that a large number of practically identical
guiding-center orbits must be completed to see a noticeable change in the particle
parameters. The problem can be alleviated by accelerating the particle interactions
and thus letting each followed guiding-center orbit represent many orbits. This is
implemented in ascot by multiplying the time step ∆t by a variable acceleration
factor Aacc while evaluating the particle interactions. The method is based on the
periodicity of orbits in the absence of interactions [48]. Care must be taken, however,
so as not to enhance the collision rate too much to cause artificial changes in the orbit
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topology, e.g., from marginally trapped to passing, which would reduce the likelihood
of orbit loss. Furthermore, acceleration becomes impossible in a 3D magnetic field in
the presence of toroidal ripple because the collisionless orbits are no longer periodic.
Selective acceleration of only passing orbits has been experimented, though, because
the stochastic diffusion caused by the ripple affects mostly trapped orbits (see also
section 3.2).
A double precision version of the pseudorandom number generator proposed by
Marsaglia et al. [49] is used in ascot to produce the random signs required for
the Monte Carlo operators. The collision operators can also be cast in a form in
which normally distributed random numbers are used instead of random signs. This
approach has been used in the code by Tani et al. [24].
In addition to the relatively simple interactions listed above, there are also other,
more complex models in ascot. The models for momentum- and energy-conserving
binary collisions [50, 51] and self-consistent radial electric field [52, 53] involve the
use of so-called global time steps during which all test particles in the simulation
ensemble are advanced several bounce times. After each global time step, the binary
collisions are evaluated and the radial electric field is updated. These models are
used in simulations of the thermal bulk plasma, but they are less applicable for
minority fast ion simulations. A charge-exchange (CX) collision model based on the
collisionality formula of Cornelis et al. [54, 55] can be used to account for the effect of
neutral atoms and molecules on the test particles. After the collision the test particle
is followed as neutral until it is re-ionized or lost. Presently the model works only
for hydrogen isotopes because cross sections for other test particles species have not
been implemented.
2.2 Background data
Although it is possible to use analytical models to represent the magnetic field
and plasma profiles, at present the use of experimental backgrounds is much more
common. Small auxiliary programs are used to retrieve the data from a database
and process it to form suitable for ascot. More and more often the toroidal ripple
is included in the magnetic background, either as first couple of terms of the Fourier
expansion in the toroidal direction, or directly as 3D arrays. The plasma background
is still mostly given in 1D, i.e., as radial profiles, but outside the separatrix a 2D
scrape-off layer background (SOL) can be used. The extension of the 2D SOL
background to cover also inner part of the plasma is straightforward. Instead of the
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self-consistent radial electric field model discussed in previous section, a stationary
Er profile can be used. A 2D or 3D model of the wall and divertor is used to mark
the limits of the simulation domain. For NBI simulations the test particle ensemble
is created using an experiment-specific specialist code.
2.2.1 Plasma background
The plasma background consists of electron and ion densities and temperatures.
Inside the separatric they are given as a function of the radial coordinate ρ, which
is most often the normalized poloidal radius
ρpol =
(
ψ − ψaxis
ψsep − ψaxis
)1/2
, (2.14)
where ψ is the poloidal flux, and ψaxis and ψsep are its values at the magnetic axis and
separatrix, respectively. In principle any other reasonable radial coordinate could
be used, e.g. normalized volume, or normalized toroidal flux instead of poloidal flux.
Outside the separatrix the density and temperature are no longer flux functions but
they can be given as functions of R and z instead. The same could also be done
inside the separatrix, but so far there has been no need. It is also more efficient to
use radial profiles because interpolation is faster in 1D than in 2D.
There can be several ion species in the plasma, but in the present implementation
all species have the same shape of the density profile which is scaled according
to the plasma composition and requirement for quasi-neutrality. There is ongoing
development to remove this restriction and allow independent main ion and impu-
rity densities, although this means that it will be up to the user to ascertain the
quasineutrality of the composition.
The plasma profiles are measured ones, although some user intervention by an ex-
perimentalist is required to oversee the fitting of the noisy measurement data into
numerically more useful parametrized forms. For the 2D SOL background, a deli-
cate and time-consuming simulation with a specialist code such as solps (Scrape-Off
Layer Plasma Simulator) [56] is required. Consequently such data are not routinely
available which is the reason why a vacuum SOL background is most often used.
2.2.2 Magnetic data
The magnetic background consist of two parts: the vacuum field created by the
toroidal field (TF) coils, and the equilibrium induced by the plasma current. The
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of |∇ ·B| on logarithmic scale for (a) quadratic, and (b)
cubic fit of the poloidal flux. The divergence is calculated by second-order finite
differences. The grid-like structure in figure (a) originates from the discontinuities
of the first derivatives of the magnetic field components. In figure (b) the result is
much smoother, although the figure is still divided into panes indicating the knots
used in the spline fit.
vacuum field can be further subdivided into an ideal, axisymmetric part without
any poloidal components, and a 3D perturbation, the toroidal ripple, arising from
the finite number of TF coils. Ideally the ripple is periodic, but in practice local,
nonperiodic perturbations are possible. The equilibrium field is mainly poloidal, but
a small dia- or paramagnetic contribution to the toroidal component is also present.
Generally the equilibrium is 3D just like the vacuum field, but for tokamaks it can
be considered to be axisymmetric.
For ascot simulations, the equilibrium obtained by solving the Grad-Shafranov
equation [33] and the ideal vacuum field is extracted from an experimental database.
However, the poloidal flux ψ(R, z) obtained directly from an equilibrium solver is
typically not smooth enough to be used in a simulation. Therefore, a least-squares
fit by bicubic splines is used to smooth the poloidal flux before it is differentiated to
obtain the poloidal magnetic field components. For JET tokamak (Joint European
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Torus) at Culham Science Center in Oxfordshire, UK, this is done automatically by
the FLUSH library [57], but the KK-library routines [58] used at AUG use quadratic
fitting. Consequently, the first derivatives of the poloidal magnetic field components
are discontinuous. This is illustrated in figure 2.1 (a) in which the absolute value of
∇·B on a logarithmic scale is shown for poloidal magnetic field components obtained
using the KK-library routines. The non-smooth magnetic background used to be a
problem until the program used to retrieve the plasma and magnetic data from the
AUG database was modified to use the spline fit procedure described in the FLUSH
manual [57]. The divergence of a magnetic background obtained by using splines is
illustrated in figure 2.1 (b).
A ripple model of the form
BR(R, φ, z) = BR,0 + A1BR,1 sin(Ncoilφ/2) + A2BR,2 sin(Ncoilφ), (2.15)
Bz(R, φ, z) = Bz,0 + A1Bz,1 sin(Ncoilφ/2) + A2Bz,2 sin(Ncoilφ), (2.16)
Bφ(R, φ, z) = Bφ,0 + A1Bφ,1 cos(Ncoilφ/2) + A2Bφ,2 cos(Ncoilφ). (2.17)
was implemented into ascot in order to simulate JET ripple experiments in plan-
ning at the time [59] (see also Publication III). For JET applications, the param-
eters A1,2 depend on the currents in even- and odd-numbered TF coils. In normal
operation of JET and other tokamaks, however, the coil currents are equal and the
first order (or halfth order, if the ripple period is concerned) terms cancel yielding
A1 = 0 and A2 = 1. The 0
th order terms B,0 = B,0(R, z) form the axisymmetric
background discussed above, and the perturbative terms B,1,2 = B,1,2(R, z) are
obtained from vacuum field calculations.
Recently, a fully three-dimensional magnetic field has been implemented in order to
simulate fast ion losses in ITER [60]. In the new model, the magnetic field consist
of at most two toroidal sectors having identical shape. These building blocks are
copied around the torus, and if necessary, they can be mirrored symmetrically or
antisymmetrically. The periodic ripple can be represented with one sector, and the
second one can be used for a local perturbation, such as the test blanket modules
in ITER. The size of a single sector and the number of grid points in it are limited
only by the amount of available memory, leaving the possibility to make one “sector”
cover the entire torus.
2.2.3 Other input data
A radial electric field can be imported into ascot as a radial profile, or, alternatively,
there are two simple functional forms for representing it: a 2-valued step function
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(constant Er between ρ node points), or a cubic polynomial fitted to given extremum
points and values. Since Er is not a flux function, but electric potential is, in all three
reprentations the radial electric field is inputted as the derivative of the potential V
with respect to ρ, dV/dρ. The value of Er in SI units is obtained by scaling by the
local value of |∇ρ|−1.
In 2D, the wall and divertor structures are represented as a closed contour which
is obtained as a list of points (vertices) in (R, z) from experimental database. A
simple test based on the winding number (number of times a closed curve encircles
a point) is used to check whether a test particle is inside the wall. A 3D wall
representation based on planar triangular elements has recently been developed hand
in hand with the 3D magnetic field model discussed above. The collisions of test
particles with the wall are tested with a ray-polygon intersection algorithm adapted
for this purpose [61].
In some cases, especially for NBI simulations, the test particle ensemble is created
using experiment-specific specialist codes such as fafner at ASDEX Upgrade or
pencil at JET [62]. A simple NBI initialization model has been implemented
into ascot as well, but typically the actual geometry of beam components is too
complicated to be represented in the simplified form used in the model. For this
reason, and because the detailed geometry information is not necessarily available,
the use of a specialist code is recommendable.
2.3 Diagnostics
ascot follows test particles, each of which represents a large number real particles,
typically of the order of 1016 or more. Each particle is followed until it leaves the
region of space which is of interest in a particular simulation. This can happen both
in the configuration space (e.g. losses) and in the velocity space (thermalization)
(see Publication III for details about NBI simulations). During the simulation,
information about the movement of test particles is collected into number of diag-
nostics. Particle density, radial and parallel currents, power deposition and torque
are recorded into different distributions in at most 5 dimensions, including the ve-
locity and time dimensions. The final location and other relevant quantities at the
final location are always part of the output, and if required, all points of the particle
orbit can also be included. A number of log files and summaries provide information
about the functioning of the code. Most of the diagnostics do not have a counter-
part in the real world, except for the neutral particle analyzer (NPA) model which
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attempts to match its physical equivalent as closely as possible.
2.3.1 Distributions
Information about each time step, including both the orbit integration and effects
of collisions and other interactions discussed above, is collected into distributions.
The region of interest in the phase space is divided into uniformly spaced cells in the
relevant coordinates, including time. The coordinates typically used are normalized
poloidal radius ρpol and poloidal angle θ or (R, z) in the configuration space, and
(v‖, v⊥) or (, ξ) in the velocity space. The contribution from each time step is
accumulated into the cells the test particle has visited. The accumulated quantity
depends on the type of distribution:
phase space densities — the time test particles spend in each cell
poloidal and toroidal velocity — velocity
parallel current — velocity multiplied by charge
radial current and torque — radial displacement
power deposition — change in particle energy due to collisions
and other interactions
fusion reaction rate — number of fusion reactions.
The accumulated quantity is multiplied by the test particle weight and, if accelera-
tion of interaction time scales is used, also by the acceleration factor. However, for
radial current densities, which in essence measure the net radial displacement, the
acceleration must not be included.
All constant factors, such as division by the phase space cell volume, are taken
into account in post-processing after the simulation in order to save CPU (Central
Processing Unit) time. Until recently, most of the distributions were qualitative, i.e.,
they were not in physical units. Since then, the implementation of the distributions
has been rewritten and modernized into FORTRAN 90. Presently, all distribution
are in physical units. For details about the normalizations necessary to convert the
accumulated quantity into physical units, see appendix A.
2.3.2 Orbits and losses
For studies of single-particle behaviour, the orbit of each test particle can optionally
be outputted. The time resolution can be decreased from the default in which
all integration time steps are included. In addition to particle location, the time
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evolution of several other quantities, such as energy, particle pitch, and canonical
toroidal momentum, is included. Even if output of the orbit data is disabled, the
number of trapped and untrapped orbits undergone by each particle and the average
bounce time are included in one of the log files.
The final location of test particles, together with other relevant quantities, is always
included in the output. The losses onto divertor and wall are put into a separate file
which can later be postprocessed in, e.g., Matlab to obtain surface loads and other
derivative data.
2.3.3 Logs and summaries
The following log files are written for each simulation (see also examples in ap-
pendix B):
console — Log of the initialization procedures before the actual sim-
ulation is commenced
console p — Test particle specific and cumulative CPU times
logfile p — Number of trapped and untrapped orbits, average bounce
time, simulation and CPU time
summary — breakdown of test particle final states (thermalized/lost),
total resource consumption (CPU time, no. of time steps
& orbits), average simulated time & confinement time
If the simulation has been parallelized using the MPI library, the files are written
for each process. Additionally, the summary file is written also for the complete
simulation. Although only the number of trapped/untrapped and the bounce time
are physical quantities, the log files are nevertheless vital because many problem
situations can be discovered and frequently even solved by monitoring them.
2.3.4 NPA-model
The original NPA-model in ascot has been used for qualitative spectroscopy of
neutral particles emitted from the plasma [63]. In 2006, a quantitative benchmark
against NPA measurements from several AUG discharges was performed [64]. Al-
though the model did reproduce many of the gross features of the measured spectra,
the observed differences warranted a complete review and upgrade of the model.
The model was improved to give the energy-resolved neutral particle flux in SI-
units. The NPA source rate is based on parametrized CX reaction rate and mean
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free path [65], and the description of NPA geometry closely resembles that of AS-
DEX Upgrade. However, in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the detector
replicated is around the torus. Another geometrical factor is the phase of the gyro-
motion prior to neutralization: only ions neutralized in the correct phase angle are
directed towards the detector. Geometry-based coefficient are used to compensate
for these effects and scale the NPA signal to its SI-value. Following the upgrade,
the agreement between the model and experiment has been greatly improved.
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3 Collisionless orbits
It is usually a valid assumption that fast particles interact only with the thermal
background, making a neutral beam simulation a linear operation on individual test
particles. For this reason it is instructive to consider the single-particle behaviour
before (and after) tackling full simulations. In the absence of collisions, the different
orbit topologies arise from the interplay of guiding-center drifts and the mirror
force (see equations (2.6) and (2.7)). Toroidal ripple destroys the periodicity of
collisionless orbits leading to stochastic diffusion. It also creates local wells to the
magnetic field strength along the field line causing ripple well losses. A radial electric
field can change the orbit width, the toroidal precession of the orbit, and the duration
of inner and outer legs of a trapped orbit. In the extreme case, the entire orbit
topology can change. The orbit topologies and Er-induced orbit transitions of co-
and counter-injected neutral beam ions are discussed in Publication VII. For
discussion about effects of a constant radial electric field on orbit width and toroidal
precession, see Publication I.
3.1 Orbit topologies
Since the magnetic field is higher on the inner side of the torus, particles having
too small parallel velocity are reflected before the maximum magnetic field strength
along the field line is reached. The orbit of such trapped particles is a combination
of vertical gradient drift and alternating parallel motion along the field line, and
the image of a trapped orbit projected into the poloidal plane typically resembles a
banana. Particles that are not reflected are called passing and can be further divided
into co-passing and counter-passing according to the sign of parallel velocity. Passing
orbits encircling the magnetic axis and trapped orbits not encircling the magnetic
axis are called standard orbits. In between the two groups are the so-called pinch
orbits. [66]
Since the combined gradient and curvature drift depends on the velocity, very en-
ergetic ions, such as fusion alphas, can drift up or down to the midplane while
staying on one side (left or right) of the magnetic axis. In such a case the particle
is not reflected but it is nevertheless confined to either side of the poloidal plane. It
is therefore toroidally passing but poloidally trapped, and the corresponding orbit
is called a potato orbit according to its characteristic shape. Trapped orbits that
do encircle the magnetic axis are sometimes called kidney orbits. In the limit of
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reducing the orbit width, the potato orbit becomes a stagnation orbit. [66]
In the context of neutral beams, if immediately following the ionization the direction
of the gradient drift is inwards in minor radius, the orbit is called well-confined. It
can be shown that this is always the case for co-injected ions. In the opposite case,
e.g., for counter-injected NBI ions, the particle might be called ill-confined, but this
term is not widely used. If a counter-injected beam particle is ionized close enough
to the separatrix, its ill-confined orbit can intersect the wall resulting in direct orbit
loss.
The time it takes to complete one orbit, i.e., the time in which the projection of the
orbit into the poloidal plane closes on itself, is called bounce time τB. The toroidal
drift frequency or the toroidal precession is defined as the bounce-averaged value of
φ˙, 〈
φ˙
〉
=
1
τB
∮
φ˙dt. (3.1)
For banana orbits, this is equal to ∆φ/τB, where ∆φ is the displacement of a banana
tip in toroidal angle during one bounce time.
3.2 Ripple trapping and stochastic diffusion
The magnetic field of an ideal tokamak would be axisymmetric, but in reality the
number of TF coils is finite leading to toroidal ripple. For spherical cross section and
N coils, the toroidal component of the vacuum magnetic field can be represented by
Bφ = Bφ,0
R0
R0
R0 + r cos θ(1− δ(r, θ) cosNφ), (3.2)
where r is the minor radius and R0 the major radius at the magnetic axis. In certain
regions of the poloidal plane this leads to local minima, ripple wells, in the magnetic
field strength along the field line. An example of the ripple magnitude δ and the
ripple-well region is shown in figure 3.1.
In a manner similar to the global trapping discussed above, particles having low
parallel velocity can become locally trapped in these ripple wells. Such ripple-trapped
particles are subsequently lost due to the vertical gradient drift. Ripple-trapping
occurs for trapped particles with banana tips inside the edge of the ripple-well region
or near its edge. For thermal particles, ripple-trapping results in increased transport
via collisional ripple diffusion [67] but for sufficiently energetic particles, which do not
suffer a collision before being lost, ripple wells represent a loss cone [68]. Processes
feeding particles into this loss cone are
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Figure 3.1: Contour plot of the ripple magnitude (= δ = (Bφ,max−Bφ,min)/(Bφ,max+
Bφ,min)) of the ASDEX Upgrade vacuum field. The ripple-well region is indicated
in the figure by the thick lines. In the white region around R ≈ 1.3 m, the ripple
magnitude is below the color scale.
(i) pitch-angle scattering,
(ii) ripple-transport of banana particles,
(iii) acceleration by radio-frequency waves,
(iv) neutral beam injection.
Outside the ripple-well region, the effect of ripple is limited to modification of banana
orbits through changes in particle pitch under the conservation of magnetic moment.
These variations cancel for passing orbits, but they are significant enough to move
the turning point for successive banana bounces and destroy the closure of the orbit.
For small displacements, this leads to periodic motion of the banana tips determined
by the periodicities of the ripple and toroidal precession. This does not in itself lead
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Figure 3.2: Top and middle row: histogram of banana orbit width ∆ρ with and
without radial electric field for 60 keV co- and counter-injected neutral beam ions.
Bottom row: histogram of the difference in orbit width with and without Er. For
counter-injection, the orbit width is consistently reduced by the radial electric field,
and the converse happens for co-injection.
to losses except when collisions de-correlate successive steps. With stronger ripple,
the displacement itself can de-correlate the orbit, leading to stochastization of the
motion of banana tips by period doubling. This route to chaos can be analyzed
by means of the so-called Chirikov parameter which describes the strength of de-
correlation. [69–71]
For fast particles, the non-collisional effects of ripple, ripple trapping and stochas-
tization of the orbit, are more important than the collisional ones. Both lead to
increased losses which can be highly localized on the in-vessel wall.
3.3 Er-induced orbit transitions
The effect of a radial electric field on standard orbits is conventionally thought to be
mainly the orbit squeezing or widening in an inhomogeneous Er. This is expressed
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by the squeezing parameter S defined as [72]
S = 1− rθ
Bθvth
dEr
dr
, (3.3)
where rθ = mv⊥/(qBθ) is the poloidal gyroradius, Bθ the poloidal magnetic field,
and vth =
√
kBT/m the thermal velocity. The effective poloidal gyroradius is then
rˆθ = rθ/S. (3.4)
This standard approach involves the series expansion of the electric potential and
an assumption of a relatively weak Er. However, the applicability of this approach
to plasma edge conditions has been questioned [73].
Although the term “orbit squeezing” is not usually associated with a constant radial
electric field, even a constant Er affects the orbit width. This happens because
the E×B motion, particularly the toroidal drift with velocity Er/Bθ, modifies the
parallel velocity and the deviation from the mean flux surface. Also the bounce
frequency and toroidal precession frequency are affected. Furthermore, since the
trapping-untrapping boundary is modified, the introduction of an electric field can
cause orbit transitions. [74]
The finding from ascot simulations reported in Publication I was that the orbit
width of co- and counter-injected NBI ions is noticeably affected by a constant
radial electric field. A constant Er also affects the toroidal precession, and a strong
enough Er can even reverse it. A more extensive analysis using an experimentally
obtained radial electric field is reported in Publication VII. The banana orbit
width was found to be consistently reduced for counter-injected ions, and increased
for co-injected ions. These results are illustrated in figure 3.2. Also the distribution
of bounce time between the inner and outer legs was affected: the duration of the
outer leg of orbit is consistently reduced compared to the duration of the inner leg.
This effect, illustrated in figure 3.3, is the same for both injection directions. Orbit
transitions from trapped to untrapped were observed for co-injection, whereas the
converse transition was observed for counter-injection. Addditionally, the fraction
of direct orbit losses was reduced when Er was turned on.
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Figure 3.3: Top and middle row: histogram of the asymmetry of orbit leg duration,
i.e., the difference of the duration of inner and outer banana orbit legs, for co- and
counter-injected neutral beam ions, with and without radial electric field. Bottom
row: histogram of the difference in the asymmetry with and without Er. The dura-
tion of outer (inner) orbit leg is consistently decreased (increased) for both injection
directions.
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4 Application to AUG discharges
The ascot code was used to simulate counter-injected neutral beam ions in AS-
DEX Upgrade QH-mode discharge #17695 and co-injected neutral beam ions in
a virtual discharge created from QH-mode discharge data by reversing the toroidal
magnetic field, plasma current and test particle pitch. The objective was to compare
the surface loads caused by beam ions and the edge fast ion distribution between
co-injection and counter-injection in otherwise similar conditions. The effects of ra-
dial electric field and toroidal ripple were taken into account, both separately and
combined. The initial test particle ensemble for the simulations was produced by
the fafner code. For the detailed setup of the simulations, see Publication III
and Publication VII.
As a separate issue, tritons created in deuterium-deuterium fusion reactions were
simulated first for ASDEX Upgrade Improved H-mode discharge #17219 and later
for the standard H-mode discharge #17216. The simulated tritium fluxes onto
the surfaces were compared to the experimental surface distributions of tritium
obtained by Photo-Stimulated Luminescence (PSL) measurements. The radial birth
profiles of tritons from beam-target and thermal DD-fusion reactions were obtained
from fafner-simulations provided by Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Plasmaphysik, the
institute conducting the AUG experiment, and the profiles were then used to create
the test particle ensemble for ascot. The triton simulation setup is described in
Publication III.
4.1 Surface loads
The surface loads caused by the co- and counter-injected neutral beam ions were
addressed in Publications II and III. Due to a programming error affecting the
collisions, the analysis had to be redone, but the correction did not have any strik-
ing effect on the results. The observed quantitative differences were reported in a
corrigendum, Publication V. In the making of Publication VII, the simulations
were redone once more, this time with a larger number of initial test particles from
the fafner code. At the time it was discovered that earlier the fafner code had
been run with parameters for an axisymmetric case, meaning that the test particles
had been launched from an incorrect toroidal position with respect to the toroidal
ripple. The correction did not affect the results significantly. This and the relatively
small effect of the earlier correction indicate a certain robustness of the results.
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Figure 4.1: The AUG wall geometry used in the simulations and illustration of
the wall and divertor coordinates. The flux surfaces of AUG discharge # 17695 at
t = 5.6 s are shown in color.
The wall load from counter-injected beams is substantial already in an axisymmetric
magnetic field and it consists mainly of direct orbit losses, whereas for co-injection
it is negligible in the absence of toroidal ripple. Ripple increases the wall load in
both cases, but the load remains always much lower for co-injection. The effect of
a radial electric field on the wall load is small, but the synergistic effect of ripple
together with Er increases it even more than ripple alone. The 2D wall loads for co-
and counter-injection as a function of the toroidal angle and position along the wall
(see figure 4.1), obtained in the analysis of Publication VII, are illustrated in fig-
ures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The numerical values in the figures are only indicative
because the standard deviation exceeds 100 % almost everywhere. This does not,
however, render the figures meaningless, because the regions with and without load
can nevertheless be distinguished. The peak wall loads for co- and counter-injection
are (0.1 + 0.1− 0.0) MW/m2 and (0.8± 0.2) MW/m2, respectively, obtained for the
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the heat flux onto the walls for co-injection with toroidal
ripple in the a) absence, and b) presence of a radial electric field. The periodic
pattern due to ripple-trapping losses is clearly visible. The additional wall load caused
by Er shows as hot spots in the middle of the lower figure. In an axisymmetric
magnetic field the wall load is practically non-existent.
case when both ripple and Er are present. The upper and lower bounds are the
maxima of the average heat flux q¯ plus/minus one standard deviation:
upper bound = max
surface
(q¯ + σ) (4.1)
lower bound = max
surface
(q¯ − σ) . (4.2)
The divertor loads are illustrated in figures 4.4 and 4.5. For co-injection there is little
variation in the divertor load when ripple and electric field are switched on and off,
but for counter-injection the divertor load is clearly reduced in the presence of ripple,
and even more when both ripple and Er are nonzero. The radial electric field also
decreases the peak divertor load for counter-injection: for Er = 0, the peak load is
(0.6 + 0.5− 0.2) MW/m2, and with nonzero Er it is (0.3 + 0.4− 0.1) MW/m2 (case
with ripple). The converse seems to be true for co-injection, but on closer inspection,
the hot spots in figure 4.4 turn out to originate from first-orbit losses of very few
test particles ionized mainly on the high-field side. Only few NBI particles, test or
real, reach the high-field side to begin with. Therefore the hot spots are most likely
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Figure 4.3: Heat flux onto the walls for counter-injection with both toroidal ripple
and Er present. The majority of the load consists of direct orbit losses which show
the hot spots at φ ≈ 150◦ and φ ≈ 300◦. The ripple losses have a periodic pattern.
effected by the weak statistics on the high field side, and the real peak divertor load
for co-injection is about 0.2 MW/m2.
4.2 Edge fast ion distribution
The fast ion distribution at ASDEX Upgrade edge was first addressed in publications
I and II. Results of a more detailed analysis were reported in Publication III,
but they turned out to be incorrect due to a programming error: only the carbon
impurities were taken into account in the collision operator. The absence of electron
and main-ion collisions lengthened the slowing-down time of NBI ions roughly by a
factor of two which was directly reflected in the fast ion distribution. The corrected
results were reported in Publication VII, now focusing especially on the effect
of the radial electric field which became much more pronounced after the collision
operator was fixed.
The fast ion density and its gradient are found to be higher for counter-injection
than for co-injection in the edge region. For the former, particles ionized farther
inside the plasma are fed into the edge region, while for the latter, the few particles
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Figure 4.4: Divertor heat flux for co-injection with toroidal ripple and Er = 0. The
hot spots are due to direct losses of particles ionized on the high-field side.
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Figure 4.5: Divertor heat flux for counter-injection with nonzero ripple and Er. The
“belt” of weaker heat load in the lower part of the figure is not present when the
radial electric field is off.
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ionized in the edge region spend most of their time inward of their ionization point.
For co-injection there exists also a population of passing particles near the edge.
The same population does exist also for counter-injection, but farther inside the
plasma due to the difference in the direction of ∇B-drift (see section 3.1).
The orbit transitions caused by the radial electric field (see section 3.3) result in
increased edge density and density gradient for both injection directions. The effect
of toroidal ripple is opposite. When both are present, their effects are canceled
to some extent, especially for co-injection. The orbit transitions from trapped to
passing occurring for co-injected particles strengthen the already existing population
of passing particles in the edge region significantly. For counter-injection a smaller
passing particle population is created by the same process from ions which have
undergone sufficient pitch-angle scattering to change their direction.
4.3 DD-triton surface distribution
The first results of DD-triton simulations for ASDEX Upgrade were presented in
Publication II and, together with comparison to experimental results, in Publica-
tion III. In Publication IV, the tritium inventory in a long-pulse or steady-state
fusion reactor was discussed. The AUG triton analysis was continued in Publica-
tion VI.
Earlier findings on JT-60U [75] indicate that the tritium surface distribution reflects
the energetic triton flux onto the surfaces. The results obtained for ASDEX Upgrade
corroborate these findings: the simulated triton flux is in qualitative agreement with
the measured tritium surface distribution. However, the comparison is problematic,
because the measurement result corresponds to the time-integrated triton flux over
one experimental campaign, including also the thermal contribution, while only one
time instant of one discharge can be simulated at a time.
The first simulated discharge was an Improved H-mode one, because such discharges
produce the most tritium, the majority of it coming from beam-target fusion reac-
tions. In an attempt to take into account also the frequency of different types of
discharges, a standard H-mode discharge was simulated. Unfortunately only later it
was realized that the equilibria of the two discharges were quite similar, and in both
the clearance between the separatrix and the wall was relatively large. This can in
part explain why in the simulations the wall and divertor fluxes are similar in magni-
tude while the measured PSL intensity is an order of magnitude higher on the limiter
than on the divertor. Another factor is the 2D wall used in the simulation which
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artificially decreases the wall flux by dispersing it all around the torus. In reality
the limiter and other similar protruding wall structures are toroidally localized.
Although DD-fusion tritium is not particularly significant in present experiments, it
deserves careful consideration in future fusion reactors due to its high birth energy
and deep penetration in materials. The thermal fuel tritium will of course be present
in more copious amounts, but nevertheless also DD-tritons can contribute both to
material damage and total tritium inventory. From the modelling point of view, the
triton simulations and comparison to measured tritium distribution could serve as
benchmark for fusion alpha simulations because the behaviour of DD-tritons and
fusion alphas is similar. However, an attempt to obtain results of the dependency
between triton flux and tritium surface distribution and to benchmark the code at
the same time would border on circular logic.
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5 Discussion and outlook
The main results obtained in this thesis are related to the QH-mode of ASDEX
Upgrade. The surface loads and edge fast ion distribution from co- and counter-
injected neutral beams have been analyzed by means of orbit-following simulations,
taking into account the effects of toroidal ripple and radial electric field. Confinement
of fast particles will be of great importance for burning plasma experiment in the
future, and many fast ion studies have been performed, e.g., [76–78], or are being
performed, e.g., [60].
The importance of analysis performed here is its connection to the QH-mode. To
date, QH-mode has been achieved only by using counter-injected neutral beams
which are known to be prone to higher losses than co-injected beams due to the
unfavorable direction of the gradient drift. Therefore, one consequence of pursuing
the QH-mode is higher surface load at the wall structures, a result confirmed in this
thesis. The effort is, nevertheless, well spent because the transient loads caused by
ELMs are a serious handicap of the standard H-mode. Tailoring a different kind of
stationary, ELM-free H-mode without the use of counter-injected beams may become
possible once the ELM suppression mechanism in the QH-mode is understood.
The edge fast ion distribution, the second subject of the QH-mode studies in the
thesis, may well be related to the roots of the QH-mode. Different injection direc-
tions of the neutral beams lead to different fast ion distribution at the edge. The
implications of this on the stability properties of the edge could be evaluated by
using the 4D distribution functions obtained in the present analysis as input for
MHD stability codes. Another, simpler mechanism affecting the edge in QH-mode
could be a resonance between fast ions and the edge harmonic oscillations. This
could be possible for a fraction of the fast ions for which the toroidal precession has
been reversed by the radial electric field. The 4D distribution function and the data
already obtained about the collisionless orbits of the neutral beam ions could be
used to analyze this in more detail.
In the course of the QH-mode modelling, it has become apparent that the effect
of radial electric field is very often presumed to be only the orbit-squeezing due to
its gradient. The fact that also a constant electric field modifies the orbit width
seems to be somewhat neglected. Furthermore, the analysis of collisionless orbits
performed here shows that for neutral beam ions, the effect of Er on orbit width
depends on the injection direction, and, in particular, the orbits of co-injected ions
are consistently widened. Either the squeezing parameter becomes smaller than
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one, indicating widening instead of squeezing, or the series expansion approach
used to derive the orbit-squeezing parameter is not applicable, as suggested by
Krasheninnikov et al. [73]. However, the effects of Er on fast ion distribution are
more conclusively explained by the Er-induced orbit transitions than orbit-width
effects.
The modelling of DD-fusion tritons has not been completed yet, but a qualitative
agreement between the simulated triton flux and measured tritium surface distribu-
tion has been obtained already. This in in line with the earlier findings obtained at
JT-60U tokamak [75]. The analysis will be continued by simulating a larger set of
different discharges more representative of the whole operational campaign.
ascot code, the modelling tool used in the above analysis, is best suited for neo-
classical studies, although a simple model for anomalous transport has been im-
plemented. Consequently, the possible effect of turbulence on fast ions has been
neglected. There are indications that small scale turbulence may have an effect on
fast ions [43], but so far no compelling experimental evidence or reliable theoritical
models exist. If such evidence should be found and better models be developed
in the future, the present analysis can be repeated taking into account also the
anomalous transport of fast ions.
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Appendix A Generation of distributions
In ascot simulations, an ensemble of test particles represents a population of phys-
ical particles. Each test particle is simulated until one of the following end criteria
is reached:
1) the specified particle tracing time Tmax is exceeded
2) maximum CPU time per test particle is exceeded
3) the specified lower limit for energy is reached
4) particle hits the wall or divertor
5) particle escapes from plasma
6) the specified number of orbits have been calculated
In most simulations the conditions 5 and 6 are disabled. If the self-consistent radial
electric field or the binary collision model is enabled, Tmax is replaced by the global
time step and test particles that are lost to the wall or divertor are regenerated
at the separatrix. Once all test particles have completed one global time step, the
radial electric field is updated or the binary collisions are evaluated. The simulation
continues in this manner until Tmax is exceeded. Information about each integration
time step is accumulated into various distributions, and in the end the summed
contribution of all test particles is normalized to physical units by appropriately
scaling the distributions.
For practical reasons, the accumulation of distributions is limited to a rectangular
region in phase space. The coordinates typically used are (ρ, θ) or (R, z) in the
configuration space, and (v‖, v⊥) or (, ξ) in the velocity space. The radial coordinate
ρ is special in that it has several limits:
 minimum and maximum initial ρ of test particles
 lower and upper ρ-limits of self-consistent radial electric field model, ρ1,Er
and ρ2,Er ,
 lower and upper ρ-limits for distributions, ρ1 and ρ2.
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Information is gathered into the distributions only inside ρ1 and ρ2, but the particle
orbits are simulated also outside this interval. If the self-consistent radial electric
field model is used, only the time spent inside ρ1,Er and ρ2,Er can invoke quitting
condition 1. To avoid boundary effects, it is advisable that ρ1 and ρ2 are inside the
other two ρ-limits. The simulation time can be divided into at most twenty time
slices which allow the study of time-dependent phenomena. However, steady-state
simulations are much more common than truely time-dependent ones, so in most
cases the time-slicing is used only for diagnostic purposes.
The number of physical particles one test particle represents is controlled by the ratio
of the physical particle abundance to the test particle ensemble size, Rreal/test, and
the weight of the test particle. With these definitions, the product of Rreal/test and
the number of test particles, Npart, is either the number of real particles or the source
rate, depending on the type of simulation. In the latter case, the unit of Rreal/test
is s−1. This does not affect the simulation itself in any way, but normalizations
needed for the distributions are different. Another factor in the normalization is the
particle regeneration. As an example, let us consider the average particle density in
a phase space cell, i.e. the number of particles inside the cell divided by the volume
of the cell. The quantity accumulated during the simulation in this case is Tcell, the
time a test particles spends inside a phase space cell multiplied by the weight of the
particle and the acceleration factor used. This has to be converted to the number
of physical particles. There are three meaningful combinations of regeneration and
the type of the simulation:
1. Fixed number of particle that are regenerated, e.g. a thermal bulk plasma simula-
tion with self-consistent radial electric field. The accumulated time Tcell divided
by Ttot, the sum of individual Tcell over all cells, represents the fraction of par-
ticles residing in a particular phase space cell. This multiplied by the number
of real particles, Npart ×Rreal/test, yields the number of physical particles in the
cell.
This kind of simulation is steady-state by definition, but usually there is a
transient phase in the beginning before the steady-state is reached. For this
reason, the time-slicing is used and the slices from the transient part of the
simulation are neglected.
2. Fixed number of particles that are not regenerated, e.g. a pellet. This is the
only truely time-dependent situation, and time-slicing is not only possible but
necessary. Since the number of particles is allowed to decrease, Tcell/Ttot is no
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longer meaningful, and division by the length of the time slice, Tslice, is used
instead. Multiplication only by Rreal/test is required to obtain the number of
particles inside the cell because the dependence on Npart is already included in
Tcell/Ttot.
3. Particle source simulation, e.g. neutral beam injection or alpha particles. A par-
ticle source simulation is steady-state by definition, and regeneration of particles
must not be used. Time-slicing is not physically meaningful but it can be used
for code-diagnostic purposes. The simulation time Tmax has to be long enough
for all test particles to slow down close to thermal energy. The lower limit of
energy in quitting condition 3 is usually set to twice the local thermal energy.
The number of particles inside a cell is simply Tcell multiplied by Rreal/test.
The final step in all above cases is division by the phase space cell volume. There
have been no practical applications for the fourth technically possible combina-
tion, regeneration with a particle source. Although the accumulated quantity varies
depending on the distribution, the same normalizations apply in almost all circum-
stances. The toroidal and poloidal velocity and the parallel current distributions are
exceptions since they are essentially time-weighted averages of toroidal, poloidal, and
parallel velocities, respectively. The radial charge fluence, being a time-integral of
radial current, is not applicable to source simulations.
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Appendix B Examples of ASCOT IO-files
B.1 Particle initial data file
PARTICLE INITIAL DATA FOR ASCOT
===============================
IPSPEC - Plasma species identifier
ENERG1 - Energy of particle (eV)
PITCH1 - Pitch angle cosine of particle
RHO1 - Magnetic surface of particle (0...1)
THETA1 - Boozer poloidal angle of particle (deg)
PHI1 - Toroidal angle of particle (deg)
R1 - R of particle (m)
Z1 - z of particle (m)
WEIGHT - Weight factor of particle
PARTNO - Number of particle
Number of particles in ensemble: 9965 Simulation type: 5
Actual number(s) or source rate(s) of species:
0.00000D+00 0.75000D+21 0.00000D+00
Number of rho surfaces: 999 rho1, rho2: 0.00000 1.00000
Number of theta angles: 999
Number of phi angles: 999
Number of pitches: 999
2 60000. 0.41280 0.45328 359.36 333.61
1.8627 0.49809E-01 1.0000 1
2 60000. 0.31231 0.75599 343.53 333.62
1.9402 -0.14283 1.0003 2
[list continues]
B.2 Console file
Machine epsilon = 2.2204460492503131E-016
CPU time limit for process (s): 1700.000
B–1
NOTE: No MHD mode data found.
Reading wall/divertor location data...
AUG discharge # 17695 at t = 5.600000 s
Reading scalar values...
Reading radial profiles...
Reading magnetic background array ( 600 , 600 )...
Searching for magnetic axis...
Plasma current (A): -998684.
Toroidal magnetic field at geometric centre (T): 1.99782
Geometric centre (R,z): 1.62640 -0.859125E-01
Minor radius along equator: 0.492522
Elongation: 1.76643
Limiter psi and rho (not in use): 0.305208 1.14315
Axis location (R,z): 1.68615 0.533165E-01
X-point location (R,z): 1.42635 -0.978621
Determining outermost closed flux surface psi:
closed flux surface at PSISEP = 0.2335536 ...failed...
closed flux surface at PSISEP = 0.2335303 ...OK!
Psi and rho for coordinate system switch: 0.231212 0.995000
Outermost psi and rho of (psi,theta) grid: 0.233530 0.999973
Particle densities at centre of plasma (1/m^3):
-----------------------------------------------
electron 0.491367E+20
deuterium 0.393093E+20
carbon 0.163789E+19
Reading R derivatives of magnetic field...
Reading z derivatives of magnetic field...
Reading psi-dependent profiles...
Reading (psi,theta) background grid...
B–2
Found wall point with RHO < RHOLIM. Setting new value RHOLIM = 1.015287
NOTE: no SOL data found.
Number of particles in ensemble: 9965
Input complete.
B.3 Console p file
Particle, end code, CPU, tot. CPU (s): 32 3 1.828 1.828
Particle, end code, CPU, tot. CPU (s): 64 3 0.3556 2.184
Particle, end code, CPU, tot. CPU (s): 96 3 0.6322 2.818
Particle, end code, CPU, tot. CPU (s): 128 3 0.6994 3.518
[list continues]
B.4 Logfile p file
Particle 32/ 9965 -- local thermal energy * 2.000000
Trapped/untrapped orbits: 43/ 2246 Weight: 0.9999
Average bounce time (s): 0.1554E-04
Time/CPU/total CPU (s): 0.3805E-01( 0.3805E-01)/ 1.828 / 1.828
Particle 64/ 9965 -- local thermal energy * 2.000000
Trapped/untrapped orbits: 544/ 8 Weight: 1.005
Average bounce time (s): 0.5872E-04
Time/CPU/total CPU (s): 0.2387E-01( 0.2387E-01)/ 0.3556 / 2.184
Particle 96/ 9965 -- local thermal energy * 2.000000
Trapped/untrapped orbits: 20/ 1122 Weight: 0.9904
Average bounce time (s): 0.1788E-04
Time/CPU/total CPU (s): 0.1667E-01( 0.1667E-01)/ 0.6322 / 2.818
[list continues]
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B.5 Summary file
Summary:
Thermal particles 7751
Divertor particles 1223
area 1 : 1223
Vessel wall particles 991
Number of particles 9965
Orbit loss particles 2214
Percentage of ’orbit’ losses in
Pfirsch-Schlueter region: 0.000
Total number of steps: 483357879
Total number of orbits: 18538869
Average time step shrink factor: 1.000
Average particle confinement time (s): 0.1135E-01
Total CPU time (s): 0.1386E+05
Average simulated time per particle (s): 0.3451E-01
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